For over two hundred years, election to Phi Beta Kappa has been a recognition of intellectual capacities well employed, especially in the acquiring of an education in the liberal arts and sciences. The objectives of humane learning encouraged by Phi Beta Kappa include intellectual honesty and tolerance, range of intellectual interests, and understanding—not merely knowledge. Newman’s conviction that “the test of education lies not in what a man knows but in what he is ” gets at the heart of the matter. The quickening not only of mind, but also of spirit, is the aim of a liberal arts education. As men and women devoted to intellectual pursuits, we have a happy faith that in the future, as in the past, the liberal arts and sciences will continue to be central to any meaningful understanding of the human condition. Phi Beta Kappa is the symbol of such a faith.
INDUCTION
Rodney Room
Perkins Student Center
Saturday, May 6, 2017
2:00 p.m.

Presiding ............................................................... Ray Peters
President
Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Welcome ............................................................ Burnaby Munson
Secretary
Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Presentation of Clift and DeArmond Award ............................................ Ray Peters
Bailey Antoinette Weatherbee

Presentation of Herbert Ellis
Newman Award .......................................................... Ray Peters
Zachary Scott Jones

Induction of Members in Course .................................................. Ray Peters
Burnaby Munson

PHI BETA KAPPA MEMBERS IN COURSE

Aleksandra Abramova
Aubrey Eve Arnold
Dylan O’Neill Baker
Caroline Rose Beston
Sarah Joelle Bloomstone
Jonathan Michael Blumberg
Annette Josie Brocks
Christopher William Butrico
Jhane Tatyiana Campbell
Benjamin Joseph Carleton
Rodger Besley Carter
Celeste Marie Dilauro
Catherine Paige Dolan
Olivia Nicole Fitzpatrick
Amy Elizabeth Fligor
Nicole Elana Golomb
Nicole Teresa Gregory
Christina Marie Gulla
Jayesh Gupta
Linda Elizabeth Halfacre
Christine Baird Hill
Katie Lynne Holland
Eric Michael Holleran
Alexis Marie Holzmann
Matthew Evan Hurlock
Erin Nicole Huston
Tyler Perry Jacobs
Meghan Elizabeth Juszczak
Maya Kassoff
Anna Wells Keleher
Sophiana Agnese Leto
Maria Adele Limmina
Victoria Lissette Longo
Priyha Mahesh
Lauren Michelle Markovich
Eugene Edward Marrone
Anne Grae Martin
Taylor Lynn Maurer
Carly Jean Maylath
Heather Ann McAdams
Abigail Muriel Osborn
Taylor Lynn Paskey
Jennifer Lynn Philbin
Marcella Teresa Pimpinelli
Sophia Elizabeth Pimpinelli
Kasey Elizabeth Rhead
Austin David Roadarmel
Shelby Allison Roseman
Sara Elizabeth Sajer
Dominic Anthony Santoleri
Samantha Paige Scharf
Selby Christine Seador
Amanda June Shapiro
Abhishek V Surampudy
Alyssa Marie Tate
Dunia Gabrielle Tonob
Hannah Constance Wastyk
Chelsea Leigh Wiener
Mengzheng Yao